
 

 

 

From Pastor Gregg -  

 

Addressing the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in 1967, Martin Luther King Jr. defined power:   

 “Power properly understood is nothing but the ability to achieve purpose. It is the strength   

 required to bring about social, political, and economic change. Now a lot of us are preachers,   

 and all of us have our moral convictions and concerns, and so often we have problems with   

 power. But there is nothing wrong with power if power is used correctly.” 

 

At our Council Retreat last month, we covered a lot of ground, exploring how best to function as the governing 

body of Grace, how to lessen anxiety in uncertain times, and how to listen and love through conflict. Much of 

this content refers to the way in which Council exercises its power.  

 

In our church, Council has the power not explicitly reserved for meetings of the congregation. This is a good 

thing, because we can all imagine how tiresome it would be to call a congregation meeting for every decision 

Council makes. Just think, a congregation meeting every month - sometimes several times per month! I doubt 

many would want to be members of a church like that; I know I wouldn’t want to be one of its pastors! In our 

system, we elect members to serve as a governing board, one that will make necessary decisions, serve the 

mission of the congregation above all else, and faithfully exercise some measure of power, so that, as King 

said, the purpose (mission) of Grace can be achieved. 

 

In our retreat we also talked about the importance of listening, communicating effectively (especially through 

periods of stress and conflict). This is important because, without good communication, people start to feel 

powerless. Personally, no word better describes my feelings during the pandemic than powerless. I have been 

unable to turn the tide by the force of my prayers, the words of my sermons, the hours of meetings and the 

shifting precautions Grace’s leadership has so carefully taken since March, 2020. We have been vaccinated, we 

have masked, we have waited. Now, facing another surge and a new variant, I imagine some precautions will 

return - certainly on an individual basis at the very least. All that sacrifice and for what? I feel powerless to 

achieve the purpose of bringing this pandemic to an end.  

 

That said, there is much wisdom in discerning our purpose - individually and collectively - when we feel 

powerless. Is it my purpose to end the pandemic? Our purpose? The simplicity of that thought is attractive, 

but unreasonable. None of us brought the pandemic, and none of us is likely to send it packing, either. We 

keep doing ‘our part’ in the knowledge that it’s just that: a part of what is needed. 

 

Perhaps, then, we would be better served by remaining faithful amid those things we cannot change on our 

own. Perhaps it is worthwhile to remind ourselves that the world needn’t rest on our shoulders when it 

already remains secure in the hands of the Almighty.  

 

August Remarks from Our Pastors 



Dan Hotchkiss has a helpful way of thinking about power, too, writing that congregations exercise it in two 

ways: governance and ministry. Governance is the collection of policies, procedures, and rhythms that a 

congregation agrees it will follow. But all the rest of its power is exercised in ministry - the change God would 

have us make in the world, in this community, in our hearts. The world seems unlikely to be changed by our 

governance, but our ministry? We have already seen and experienced that the ministry of Grace Lutheran 

Church does make a difference. Our ministry may not end a pandemic, but it can bring hope, healing, and joy 

during this one.  

 

On those days you feel powerless, I invite you to this spiritual practice: give me a call. I will share with you 

something you can do, some way you can take part in this ministry. We are not out of the woods just yet, but 

we are not alone, and we are far from powerless.  

 

Peace in Christ, 

Pr. Gregg 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

From Pastor Rachel -  

 

 This month, I’ve been getting ready. Getting ready for fall programming, getting ready for more projects 

beginning, getting ready for next year’s ELCA Youth Gathering, getting ready for the Beach Retreat. I’m sure 

you’ve been getting ready too – school starts this week, and for those of us connected to school of any kind, it 

takes a lot of getting ready. And even for those of us not connected to school directly, something about the 

back to school season brings a shift which we may even unconsciously be getting ready for.  

 

Generally, I love getting ready. I always loved back to school time for new clothes and supplies, and even now, 

the back to school section at Target has a deep alure for me – something about those fresh pens and blank 

notebooks! Beyond that, I love the anticipation of a good project, the joy of accomplishment, seeing the 

results of hard work. I love making a plan! And that’s usually what I’m up to about this time every year – 

making schedules and dreaming about programming that will build faith and fellowship in our congregation.  

 

About a month ago, I was feeling confident in making fall plans for inside programming, for children’s 

programming, for all kinds of things. But in the last month, COVID numbers have jumped once more, and the 

Delta variant is making things much less certain for all of us. And so, the plans are getting backup plans (good 

thing I like planning!). I don’t know what the next few months will look like – none of us do. As school starts, 

we’ll get a better idea of how this varient will affect us all, and we will adapt accordingly, as we have been, to 

ensure that we are caring for one another as best we can.  

 

It can feel discouraging to face another COVID wave. We have worked hard and patiently to get to our current 

level of lessened restrictions, and it’s hard to face that more might be coming. But we have proven, and will 

prove again, that God continues to bring us through this pandemic, and continues to empower us to work for 

God’s glory in so many ways.  

 



There is plenty for us to do. In regards to COVID, we can continue to follow the recommendations of medical 

professionals, of our Synod, of our Health & Wellness Committee and Council. We can get the vaccine if we 

haven’t already (and if we’re concerned about getting it, we can talk to someone trustworthy about it – I 

would be so glad to have this conversation with you, or help you find the right person to talk to). We can 

remember how our choices impact one another, and how we are called to care for each other as children of 

God.  

 

And there is plenty for us to do here, at Grace and in our community. We can encourage one another in this 

new season. We can pray for one another. We can worship God, the one who sustains us. e can take part in 

projects at Grace (there will be news on more projects soon!). We can serve our neighbors with our aid 

partners (more on this soon as well!). We can trust that God is still moving in us and through us, and we can 

live into that hope in the face of uncertainty.  

 

As we get ready for this new season, I am praying for each of you. I invite you to pray for one another. And I 

give thanks for the many ways that you take part in God’s work.  

 

Peace in Christ,  

Pr. Rachel  

 


